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A warm welcome

Holiday in the Moselle Region
– between Eifel and Hunsrück
When you think about this region, you’ll immediately think of the exquisite landscapes,
romantic wine-growing villages, unique
river valley, blue crater lakes in the Eifel and
the wonderful cities such as Trier, Koblenz
and Cochem. Being able to experience this
great diversity during your holiday is one of
the special strengths of the tourist region
of Cochem. In twelve wine-growing villages
and 4 villages located in the Eifel, holidaymakers can experience everything they need
to make their holiday unique and special.
These locations are Beilstein, Bremm, Briedern, Bruttig-Fankel, Ediger-Eller, Ellenz-Poltersdorf, Ernst, Klotten, Mesenich, Nehren,
Senheim-Senhals,
Valwig/Valwigerberg,
Dohr, Faid, Greimersburg and Wirfus. And
the metropolis is the town of Cochem with
its landmark, the Imperial Castle dating
back over 1000 years. You have to see it for
yourself – and discover which place is your
favourite. But all the places are beautiful,
worth seeing and special in their own way,
making each absolutely worthy of a holiday.
This tourist guide aims to tell you about the
beauty and special features of this holiday
region, and show you everything you can
experience in the tourist region of Cochem
during a holiday here with us: Eifel, Moselle,
Hunsrück, historic towns, lots of castles and
much more!
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Tourist information on the tourist region of Cochem

We’re looking forward to seeing you!
Tourist-Information Ferienland Cochem your tourist information office for the tourist region of Cochem

marktplein Cochem

This is how to ﬁnd us:
www.ferienland-cochem.de
www.cochem.de
www.facebook.com/ferienlandcochem
info@ferienland-cochem.de
Tel. +49 (0) 2671-6004-0
Fax +49 (0) 2671-6004-44

Our opening times:

Legal information
Publisher:
Tourist-Information Ferienland Cochem
Endertplatz 1
56812 Cochem
Photos:
Archive of Tourist-Information Ferienland Cochem;
Hans-Josef Korz, Christoph
Gerhartz, Tourist-Information Trier/Rudek (Porta
Nigra), Koblenz Touristik
(Deutsches Eck).

Monday to Friday
09.00-13.00 and 14.00-17.00
From April:
Monday to Friday
From 09.00 to 17.00
From May:
With the addition of Saturdays from 09.00
to 15.00
From mid-July to the end of October:
Saturdays from 09.00 to 17.00 and
Sundays from 10.00 to 15.00
From August to the end of October:
Fridays from 09.00-18.00

Destinations in the tourist region of Cochem

The town of Cochem

The small town of Cochem is the heart of
the tourist region on the Moselle between
Bremm and Klotten. The majestic Imperial Castle with its towers and battlements
dominates the townscape from almost
every angle. Little alleys leading to the
medieval market place, the lively Moselle
Promenade with its cafés for you to linger,
the marina and the welcoming Cochem residents provide the town with its typical holiday atmosphere.
www.cochem.de

The 12 destinations
along the Moselle
Beilstein

Slip into the role of Prince, who wakes the
Sleeping Beauty of the Moselle with a kiss.
The town of Beilstein is also known as Dornröschen here - meaning Sleeping Beauty.
Enjoy the most beautiful weeks of the year
behind the old historic walls and indulge in
the lovely gastronomy that invites you to sit
and linger awhile. The whole historic heart
of the town is under a preservation order.
www.beilstein-mosel.de
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Destinations in the tourist region of Cochem

Bremm

The wine-growing village of Bremm is located on one of the most beautiful loops
of the Moselle and at the foot of the steepest vineyard site in Europe, the Calmont.
One of the access points for the Calmont
via ferrata, which has lead through this extremely steep vineyard slope since 2001. The
wine-growers, seasonal wine tavern hosts
and restaurateurs invite you to take a break
after your hike and enjoy some good food
and the best Calmont wines.
www.bremm-mosel.de

Briedern

Located far away from any through traffic,
you’ll find the sun-kissed holiday resort and
wine-growing village of Briedern.
In the old bake house, sourdough bread is
still baked in stone ovens using traditional
artisan practices. The Servatius Fountain,
whose water never runs dry, is attributed
with healing powers. A narrow walking trail
leads through the rock formations and forests of “Briederner Schweiz”.
www.briedern-mosel.de

Destinations in the tourist region of Cochem

Bruttig-Fankel

The dual town of Bruttig-Fankel offers the ideal
place for a relaxing yet eventful holiday. A modern, dynamic place, nevertheless firmly entrenched in centuries of customs and regional
traditions. Picturesque, twisting alleyways, old
half-timbered houses with crow-stepped and
ﬂying gables, the renaissance architecture of
the Schunk’schen Haus dating back to 1659, the
two old town halls and two churches are testament to the prosperity and pride of citizens
towards the end of the Middle Ages.
www.bruttig-fankel.de

Ediger-Eller

At the heart of the Calmont Region

Awarded the gold medal in the Federal “Unser
Dorf hat Zukunft” 2010 competition (“Our village has a future”).

Ediger-Eller offers everything you need for an
entertaining holiday - from the Kulturweg der
Religionen, the cultural trail of religions, to the
adventure of the “Calmont via ferrata”, various
Nordic walking routes, golf, canoeing, angling,
boules and beach volleyball. Or take a break
from everyday life in the traditional, idyllic
wine-growing village with lots of historic halftimbered houses and wine-growing estates,
with excellent cuisine and choice wines. Regular guided walks through the wine-growing regions and wine tasting.
www.ediger-eller.de
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Destinations in the tourist region of Cochem

Ellenz-Poltersdorf

At the heart of the Cochemer Krampen, a particularly winding section of the region named
after the characteristic shape of the bends
along the Moselle, is Ellenz-Poltersdorf. Wine
and landscape have stood in harmony with one
another here for centuries. Both districts have
managed to retain the historical character of
the village. The Moselstausee reservoir and the
open-air pool in their charming location in the
heart of the vineyards offer fun for the whole
family. For hikers, the Moselkrampen trail from
Ellenz-Poltersdorf offers a gateway into a wonderful hiking experience through the river landscape typical of the Moselle.
www.ellenz-poltersdorf.de

Ernst

Live the holiday - “Ernst is fun” ... because
Ernst is a holiday resort with many faces! To
offer its guests an unforgettable time, there
is an appealing guest programme with information events, traditional pre-lunch or
late evening pint accompanied by music
(the tradition of Frühschoppen and Dämmerschoppen), bread baking in historical
stone ovens, guided tours and a guest information office, which can provide you with
more holiday tips. In the Federal “Unser Dorf
hat Zukunft” competition (“Our village has a
future”), Ernst was awarded the silver medal
for its outstanding commitment.
www.ernst-mosel.de

Destinations in the tourist region of Cochem

Klotten

Klotten is characterised by both its wine and
slate. The “Moselle slate” was loaded onto
barges here and shipped all over the world.
The village is laced with narrow alleys, stairs
and thoroughfares, which pass by the stone
and half-timbered houses, some of which
date back to the 16th century. The village is
dominated by the ruins of the medieval Coraidelstein Castle.
www.klotten.de

Mesenich

If you had walked from Senheim along the
Moselle to Mesenich 150 years ago, you
would have seen lots of large piles of stones
in the vineyards, which are known as “Steinräuschen” - or “stone ﬂushes”. Because no
other community from far and wide had
as many “Steinräuschen” as Mesenich and
there was virtually no other place as rich in
stones, residents of the region gave those
from Mesenich the name “MesenicherSteinreichskäpp” - meaning “Mesenich Rich
Heads”. You can see former inhabitants of
the village carved into stone along the hiking trail. Mesenich was awarded a gold
medal in the “Unser Dorf hat Zukunft” competition at state level.
www.mesenich.de
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Destinations in the tourist region of Cochem

Nehren

Nehren, which was first mentioned back in
634, is one of the oldest sites in the Moselle
Region. The Roman graves situated high up
in the vineyards are testament to the Roman past. They are just a short walk from
the village over the Kulturweg der Römergräber, the cultural trail of Roman graves.
An original Roman winepress stone and a
lovely small church in 16th century late Gothic style can also be seen along the trail.
The idyllic site also offers good hiking trails,
a Nordic Walking route, water sports and
angling on the Moselle.
www.nehren-mosel.de

Senheim-Senhals

The double municipality of Senheim-Senhals can be called a village of art: Creative
residents have crafted sculptures from a
wide range of materials, displaying them as
an open-air exhibition which forms a unique
symbiosis with the Moselle, the village and
the vineyards. The Literatenweg, a trail of literature, also displays linguistic works of art
featuring different artists and themes each
year. Poems along the edge of the trail invite
you to pause awhile and enjoy the plays on
words. A wine museum with a smorgasbord
of equipment to do with winegrowing is
also worth a visit.
www.senheim-senhals.de

Destinations in the tourist region of Cochem

Valwig/Valwigerberg

Valwig is of Celtic origin, making it one of
the oldest villages on the Moselle. The 500
inhabitants are split between the two districts of Valwig and Valwigerberg. With its
narrow alleys and nooks, the village is rich
in architectural monuments dating back
to centuries gone by. The vineyards above
Valwig are home to the Mountain Apollo, a
thermophilic species of butterﬂy normally
only found in the Alpine regions. Valwig has
won awards for its outstanding ecological
achievements and was the regional winner
in the “Unser Dorf soll schöner werden - Unser Dorf hat Zukunft” competition (“Our Village needs a Make-Over - Our Village has a
Future”).
www.valwig.de

The 4 Eifel destinations
Dohr

Above Cochem on the edge of the Eifel,
framed by the Ellerbach River, you will find
the small village of Dohr. A well-developed
network of cycle and hiking trails around
the village and in and around the Ellerbach
Valley offer perfect conditions for nature lovers and those looking for some peace and
relaxation.
www.gemeinde-dohr.de
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Destinations in the tourist region of Cochem

Faid

Faid is the best starting point for hiking in the
Moselle Valley. A well-signposted network of forest trails and hiking paths with benches offer
lots of opportunities to spend some time at one
with nature. Whichever trail you decide on, you’ll
have the best panoramic view from the top.
Some trails look out over the old washing area of
the “Bohnert Kumb” community, for example,
whose spring always carries water, into the Endert Valley.
www.faid.de

Greimersburg

Greimersburg is mentioned for the first time in
the 7th century. The village is located away from
the hustle and bustle of through traffic, but just
a few minutes from the Autobahn exit. A hike
through the “Tal der Wilden Endert”, the valley of
the Endert tributary, with its preserved mills and
areas of untouched nature, is a special experience.
www.greimersburg.de

Wirfus

Wirfus is a typical small village in the Eifel region
with just 200 inhabitants. It has largely succeeded in preserving its original state and village
character. An attractive landscape of forests and
meadows tempt you to take a relaxing stroll
along the good network of hiking trails. The Villa
Margaretha and the ruins of the Rosental Abbey
with its small chapel are well worth a visit.

Cochem in an hour

Here is another chance to view the town
tour - this time as a complete overview on
your smartphone!
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Sights in Cochem

Cochem Imperial Castle

The Imperial Castle with its thousand-year
history is one of the attractions in the tourist region of Cochem. No matter from
which direction you approach the town, the
castle sits enthroned on a steep peak, which
rises over 100 metres above the Moselle.
It offers a stunning view from the valley,
while a tour of the interior with its great
hall, hunting room and bower is highly recommended.
You get an exquisite view over Cochem and the Moselle from the castle.

knightly banquet

Tip: Begin the feast – A knightly banquet like
in times gone by!
After a tour of the castle, experience a rustic
Rittermahl, a feast fit for a knight, in the
castle’s basement. Servants in historical
costumes will provide you with a princely
feast. Traditional bread and dripping will do
the rounds and a spicy, hot soup steams in
the pot. Meat joints from the grill are served as the main course. Minstrels in historic
robes provide amusement and traditional
music.

Information:
Opening times:
Mid-March to mid-November: Open daily
from 9.00 to 17.00,
Burgschänke castle tavern: 10.00 to 18.00,
on request in the winter months.

Sights in Cochem
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The Rittermahl, a feast ﬁt for a knight:
Lasts 4 hours, normally Fridays at 19.00 and
Saturdays at 18.00 all year round
Contact:
Reichsburg Cochem, tel. +49 (0) 2671-255
or tourist information office, tel. +49 (0)
2671-6004-0
www.reichsburg-cochem.de
reichsburg-cochem@t-online.de

Historic town centre of
Cochem

The well-preserved remains of the historic
town wall with its old fortifications are still
testament to the lively history of Cochem, together with the Enderttor with former gatekeeper residence dating back to 1332, the fortified
tower with Balduinstor on KirchhofsmauerObergasse and the Burgfrieden-Tor with wall
walk.
The Baroque-style town hall from 1737 on the
homely market square, the town’s so-called
“gute Stube”, or best room, with Martinsbrunnen and the old, Moselle slate-covered halftimbered gabled houses in the narrow alleys of
the Altstadt are eye-catchers.
The Bockbrunnen on the Moselle Promenade
depicts a “Cochemer Stückelchen”, an ironic

fountain
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Mosellepromenade

form of narrative about the circumstances of
our inhabitants’ everyday life. The Martinskirche with its unusual church tower is located
opposite this. You can access the pedestrian
zone through here.
From the Moselle Promenade, the “Fuchsloch”,
a passage where the smallest Cochem town
gate once stood, will take you onto Bernstraße.
At the bridge near the tourist information office, you will find a mosaic with the family tree
of the town of Cochem.
Old, twisting stone stairways lead to the Klosterberg from the market square. The Capuchin
monastery was established in 1630 and sits on
a mountain spur. It was a monastery until 1802
and is now the cultural centre of the town.
To reach the Imperial Castle, we recommend
making your way over the “Tummelchen”, an
old burial mound, with its “Zuckertürmchen”,
a “sugar turret”, which used to guard the town
boundaries and sits on the remains of the historic town wall. The structure is still preserved
today, right up to the very tip of the Tummelchen. As you climb the hill, it’s worth a quick detour to see the Weinbergshäuschen, a vineyard
hut faithfully replicating the original building.
The ruins of Winneburg Castle, built in 1240 and
located on a mountain ridge, are also worth a
look.

Pinnerkreuz

High up on the Pinnerberg, which can be comfortably and easily reached using the Cochem
chair lift, is the Pinnerkreuz, a vantage point

Sights in Cochem
with an exquisite view over the Moselle Valley.
The name traces back to a shepherd, who wanted to prevent one of his stray animals from falling, but instead lost his own life. The cross was
erected as a monument to him.
Tip: Hike through the vineyards to reach the
look-out point. Behind the railway station building, there is a hiking trail which leads up the
Pinnerberg. See also Chair Lift on page 31.

Historic mustard mill

Experience the almost 20-year old mustard
mill under the expert guidance of mustard
miller, Wolfgang Steffens. You will discover how this special gourmet mustard is
created from first-hand recipes passed on
through the generations.
Information:
Location: Cochem-Cond next to the old Moselle bridge (Moselbrücke) (Stadionstr. 1)
Tourist information office, tel.: +49 (0)
2671-60040 or Senfmühle, tel. +49 (0) 2671607665
www.senfmuehle.net
info@senfmuehle.net
Opening times:
Open daily from 10.00 to 18.00
Tours with free mustard tasting: 11.00, 14.00,
15.00, 16.00 or by arrangement.
Groups of 18 people or more on request.
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Edelsteine, Mineralien u. Fossilien aus der Region Eifel/Mosel/Hunsrück,
Edelsteine, Mineralien u. Fossilien aus der Region Eifel/Mosel/Hunsrück,
Deutschland und der ganzen Welt
Deutschland und der ganzen Welt
Die populärsten SchmuckDie populärsten SchmuckEine Facettiererei
steine von A bis Z
Eine Facettiererei
steine von A bis Z
(Lapidärie) mit
(Lapidärie) mit
Transmissionsantrieb
Der junge VulkanisTransmissionsantrieb
Der junge Vulkanismus der Osteifel
mus der Osteifel
Eine Achatschleife
Eine Achatschleife
mit Transmission
Schleifereiführungen
mit Transmission
Schleifereiführungen

im Zentrum der Altstadt
im Zentrum der Altstadt
zwischen Moselpromenade und historischem Marktplatz (jeweils 30m)
zwischen Moselpromenade und historischem Marktplatz (jeweils 30m)
Öffnungszeiten: 10.00-18.00 Uhr
1.April - 31.Oktober täglich (Mo.-So.)
Öffnungszeiten: 10.00-18.00 Uhr
1.April - 31.Oktober täglich (Mo.-So.)
November, Dezember und März: Mo. - Sa. (auf Anfrage auch sonntags)
November, Dezember und März: Mo. - Sa. (auf Anfrage auch sonntags)
Jan./Feb. während d. Ferien in D u./o. NL Mo.-Sa. u. nach Vereinbarung
Jan./Feb. während d. Ferien in D u./o. NL Mo.-Sa. u. nach Vereinbarung
www.edelsteinmuseum.info  02671-4267 info@edelsteinmuseum.info
www.edelsteinmuseum.info  02671-4267 info@edelsteinmuseum.info
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Edelsteinmuseum Cochem
- the gemstone museum in Cochem

The gemstone museums can be found in the
centre of the Altstadt just behind the historic
grinding shops. Gemstones, minerals and fossils form the region, from Germany and from
all over the world are exhibited here. Find out
more about the Eifel region’s volcanicity, to
which the Osteifel owes its precious stones. An
admission ticket allows you to visit both the
historic grinding shops and the gemstone museum itself!
Information:

Location: in the centre of Cochem’s Altstadt between the Moselle Promenade and the historic market place (each approx. 30m) at Kirchgasse 6.
Access to the grinding shops AND the museum via
the main entrance at Unterbachstraße 5.
Opening times:
April – October: daily (Mon - Sun)
Nov/Dec/March: Mon - Sat (also Sundays on request)
Jan/Feb: during German/Dutch school holidays
(“Krokusferien” - spring half-term) and by arrangement
Core opening hours 10.00-18.00;
Extended opening hours depending on the season
(from 9.00-20.00) – please ask for more details!
Contact:
Grinding shops/museum, tel. +49 (0) 2671-4267
Tourist information office, tel.: +49
(0) 2671-60040
www.edelsteinmuseum.info
info@edelsteinmuseum.info

Fossil exhibition
(partial view)

From the “A-Z of gemstones”
exhibition

Mineral exhibition
(partial view)
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Cochem: historic
gemstone grinding shops

At the centre of the Altstadt, next to the gemstone museum, there are two gemstone grinding shops under one roof: an agate grinder
and a lapidary. With the help of the simplest
tools, visitors can see how laborious manual
work changes often unimpressive rough stones
into glittering jewels. Your admission ticket also

allows you to visit the neighbouring gemstone museum!

Lapidary (partial view)

Agate grinder:
exhibits/partial view

Agate grinder (masonry saw)

Information:
Location: in the centre of Cochem’s Altstadt between the Moselle Promenade and the historic market place (each 30m) at Unterbachstraße 5.
Opening times:
April – October: daily (Mon - Sun)
Nov/Dec/March: Mon - Sat (also Sundays on request)
Jan/Feb: during German/Dutch school holidays
(“Krokusferien” - spring half-term) and by arrangement
Core opening hours 10.00-18.00; considerably longer opening hours depending on the season!
Tours:
April – October: 11.00, 13.00, 15.00, 17.00
Nov – March: Dates available on request and on the
internet
Special tours: possible for larger groups on request
between 8.00 and 20.00.
Contact:
Grinding shops/museum, tel. +49 (0) 2671-4267
Tourist information office, tel.: +49 (0) 2671-60040
www.edelsteinmuseum.info
info@edelsteinmuseum.info
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DAS Fachgeschäft für edle Steine inmitten der Altstadt
DAS Fachgeschäft für edle Steine inmitten der Altstadt

Auf vier Verkaufsflächen erwartet Sie das größte Sortiment an Schmuck
Auf vierund
Verkaufsflächen
erwartet
dasCochem
größte Sortiment
an Schmuck
Edelstein-Artikeln
von Sie
ganz
und Umgebung
:
und
Edelstein-Artikeln
von
ganz
Cochem
und
Umgebung
:
In Handarbeit gefertigter Unikatschmuck aus eigener Herstellung

InEdelsteinschmuck
Handarbeit gefertigter
Unikatschmuck
aus eigenerSilberschmuck
Herstellung
Perlen& Perlmuttschmuck
Perlen- &
Perlmuttschmuck Steingravuren
Edelsteinschmuck
Silberschmuck
Indianer-, Indio-, Ethnoschmuck
(Tiere,
Schmuckaccessoires
Indianer-,
Indio-, Ethnoschmuck
Schmuckaccessoires
Buddhas u.v.m.)
Edelsteine,
Gebrauchs- & Geschenkartikel
aus Stein Steingravuren
(Tiere,
Buddhas Trommelsteine,
u. v. m.)
GebrauchsGeschenkartikel
Stein
Fossilien aus
Heilsteine,
Mineralien& und
SonderEdelsteine,
Trommelsteine,
Mineralien
anfertigungenHeilsteine,
nach Kundenwünschen
- schnell,
kompetentund
und Fossilien
preiswert
Sonderanfertigungen nach Kundenwünschen - schnell, kompetent und

Haupteingang: Unterbachstr. 5 im Zentrum der Altstadt zwischen
Haupteingang:
Unterbachstr.
5 im Zentrum
der
Altstadt
zwischen
Moselpromenade und
historischem Marktplatz
(jeweils
30m);
das Geschäft

Moselpromenade
undErdgeschossen
historischem Marktplatz
(jeweils
30m); das Geschäft
befindet sich in den
der Schleifereiu. -Museumsgebäude.
befindet sich in den Erdgeschossen der Schleiferei- u. -Museumsgebäude.

Wir freuen
freuen uns
uns auf
auf Ihren
Ihren Besuch...!
Wir
Besuch...!
www.edelsteinmuseum.info  02671-4267 info@edelsteinmuseum.info
www.edelsteinmuseum.info  02671-4267 info@edelsteinmuseum.info
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Wine museum Schlagkamp-Desoye in Senheim

With over 10,000 items, the wine museum
is one of the largest collections of winegrowing equipment, wine barrelling and wine
handling in the world. Dieter Schlagkamp
has spent more than 30 years putting this
collection together and has a permanent
exhibit in the ceremonial hall of the winegrowing estate built in 1923. Wine tasting
possible. Regular events.
Information:
Open daily from 9.00 to 17.00
Location: Senheim, Zeller Str. 11-13
Weinmuseum Schlagkamp-Desoye, tel. +49
(0) 2673-4381,
www.schlagkamp-desoye.de,
info@schlagkamp-desoye.de

Stuben Abbey ruins

Across from Bremm on a peninsula, you will
find the former abbey of Stuben with its
impressive church ruins. The site was founded at the start of the 12th century by the
Augustinian sisters of the Springiersbach
abbey. Only the external walls, except the
western wall, still stand now. The abbey
is mainly used in the summer for open air
events. The view of the ruins from Calmont
is particularly impressive.

Sights in the tourist region of Cochem

Ruins of Castle
Metternich in Beilstein

In the heart of the Cochemer Krampen is the
little municipality of Beilstein. The ruins of
Castle Metternich are high above the municipality, from where you will have an exquisite view over the Moselle Valley.

Chapel of the Cross over
Ediger-Eller

On the Ediger Mountain, you will find the famous “Christ in the Winepress” relief dating
back to the 16th century in the Chapel of the
Cross. Follow the Kulturweg der Religionen, the
cultural trail of religions, to reach it.

Roman graves in Nehren

The Kulturweg der Römergräber, the cultural trail of Roman graves, will take you from
Nehren through the vineyards on the Römerberg, the Roman Mountain, and to the
Roman temple graves.
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Jetzt erhalten Sie ausführliche Erklärungen über Cochem
und den Wein auch in Englisch, Französisch und Schwedisch.

Leisure activities

Mosel-Wein-Express
(narrow-gauge railway)

You will find out extensive information about Cochem and the wine from the region if you take a trip
with the Mosel-Wein-Express. Enjoy the great views
of the Imperial Castle and the Altstadt. A glass of
Moselle wine is included in the fare.

Information:
Journey times: April - 1st November
Approx. every 30 minutes between 10.00 and
18.00.
Length of trip approx. 25 minutes.
Leaves from under the bridge on Endertplatz.
Tel. +49 (0) 2671-7444
www.mosel-wein-express.de
info@mosel-wein-express.de

The Falconry at Cochem
Imperial Castle

Spectators receive an understanding of the
birds of prey and their behaviour during the air
shows at the falconry. These air shows are held
in an unconventional manner, as visitors also
have a glove so that a falcon can land on them.
Opening times:
From Good Friday to the end of October
Air shows daily at 11.00, 13.00, 14.30 and
16.00, closed on Mondays, tel. +49 (0) 16099127380,
www.falknerei-reichsburg-cochem.de
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Cochem leisure centre
Indoor wave pool and water park:

The 55-metre fast tube slides and the waterfall ensure there’s lots of action in the
water park. And there are also lots of people
who simply want to swim a few lengths. For
training or because it’s fun. There’s space
for lots of sporting ideas here. When you
visit us, you can “just” swim or enjoy the
waves in the surf of the large pool. Or enjoy
the comforting tingling of the giant water
mushrooms before every wave session.
Water playgrounds for fantasy and relaxation Children welcome!
In the unique children’s area, children can
let off steam in earnest under the 22-metre
dome light. Water games are the order of
the day: open dams, divert streams, create
water landscapes, slide, spray, splash. Next
to it, the baby pool with a maximum water level of 20 cm offers water fun for the
very little ones. And parents can laze in
the heated sun lounger area, bubble in
the whirlpool or relax in the quiet zone.
And: there’s also a sauna, solarium, restaurant, bowling alley, tennis & mini-golf.
Information
Freizeitzentrum Cochem-Cond,
Moritzburger Str. 1,
tel. +49 (0) 2671-97990,
www.moselbad.de
info@moselbad.de
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Leisure activities

Boat trips on the Moselle
Cochem-Beilstein-Cochem trip
through the locks

Experience the crossing of a lock and explore
Beilstein, the Briar Rose of the Moselle.
Departure and ticket sales directly on the
Moselle Promenade in Cochem.
Tel. +49 (0) 2673-1515

The Cochem Moselle trip

Shows you the most beautiful views of Cochem and the enchanting surroundings.
Music, drinks and snacks on-board.
Journey times: Daily from Easter, beginning of April - November. Departure from
Cochem: 11.00, 12.30, 14.00, 15.30 and 16.45.
Duration 1 hour.
Departure and ticket sales directly on the
Moselle Promenade in Cochem.
Tel. +49 (0) 2673-1515

Day trip
Cochem/Traben-Trarbach/Cochem

Spend a day on the boat sailing from Cochem
to Traben-Trarbach and back again. Enjoy the
views of the small Moselle villages and steep
vineyards. In Traben-Trarbach, you can stop off
to tour the dual town.
Departure is at 8.30 and you’ll be back at 19.00.
Departure and ticket sales directly on the
Moselle Promenade in Cochem.
Tel. +49 (0) 2673-1515

Leisure activities

Chairlift to the Pinnerkreuz in Cochem

You can only experience this unique view
of the romantic Endert Valley and the town
of Cochem by chairlift. At your feet, the Moselle River meanders through the vineyardlined valley. Above you, look out for the forests of the Eifel heights.
Hiking tip: Travel up to the “Pinnerkreuz” vantage point by chairlift and then follow the fully
developed network of hiking trail through the
romantic Moselle heights. It will only take a few
minutes to reach the wildlife and leisure park
in Klotten.
Information:
Location:
Endertstr. 44 (direction of Autobahn A48)
Opening times: Daily from mid-March
until mid-November between approx.
10.00 and 18.00
depending on the weather.
Tel. +49 (0) 2671-989063
www.cochemer-sesselbahn.de
cochemer.sesselbahn@t-online.de
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Leisure activities

Wildlife and leisure park
in Klotten

The approx. 300,000 m2 leisure park has a lot
of attractions: Lots of rides and fun attractions let even the adults be children again:
Germany’s largest, steepest and highest ﬂume
ride “Zum Rittersturz”, large trampolines, various children’s merry-go-rounds, rapids ride,
cable car, log ﬂumes, rollercoaster, giant slide,
water slide with inﬂatable rafts, mechanical
horse riding track, pirates’ ship, big dipper, and
much more...
Wildlife park: Enjoy an eventful day in the open
air; you can have fun and relaxation for the
whole family in the wildlife park. Our fauna
contains a multitude of different animals and
birds, which are integrated into nature in large
enclosures (e.g. parrots, rheas, emus, mountain goats, elks, ibexes, fallow deer and much
more...)

Photos @ Freizeitpark Klotten

Information:
Opening times:
The park is open daily from 9.00 - 18.00. It
is often open longer on weekends and bank
holidays. We sometimes operate shorter opening hours in the low season. The wildlife
and leisure park is closed during the winter
months. During rain, there may be changes
to the amusement ride schedule and opening times.
Tel. +49 (0) 2671-605440
www.klotti.de • info@klotti.de

All leisure activities can be booked for groups (from 12 people) at the tourist information
office for the tourist region of Cochem, tel. +49 (0) 2671- 6004-22 or +49 (0) 2671- 6004-25.
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Excursions

Trier – Germany’s oldest
city

The Roman city of Trier with its 2000 year
history is about 1 hour by car or train from
the tourist region of Cochem and is perfect
for a day trip. There’s plenty to discover in
Trier, for example the Porta Nigra, the emblem of the city, the Imperial baths, where
Romans once bathed or the amphitheatre,
where the gladiator Valerius performs his
career.

Trierer Hauptmarkt

Tip: Visit the old “Zurlauben” fishing district directly on the banks of the Moselle.
How to get there: From Cochem, it’s best
to travel past Ulmen on the A48 in the direction of Trier or take the Regional Express
train from Cochem railway station.
Dom

Kurfürstliches Palais und Konstantin Basilika
Fotos © TIT/Rudek
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Excursions

Koblenz – the city on the
German Corner

The Moselle ﬂows into the Rhine in Koblenz.
At this point, the Deutsches Eck, there is a
giant equestrian statue of German Emperor
Wilhelm I. It is a popular meeting point for
guests from all over the world.
Imperator Wilhelm memoria

Tip: The Rhein in Flammen fireworks display
takes place on the second Saturday in August,
when a gigantic firework lights up the night sky
and illuminates the Rhine.
How to get there:
From Cochem, it’s best to travel past Kaisersesch on the A48 in the direction of Koblenz
or take the Regional Express train from Cochem railway station.

Fortress Ehrenbreitstein
Fotos © Koblenz Touristik

Deutsches Eck

Excursions

Luxembourg
The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg is definitely worth a trip. French ambience, with inﬂuences form Germany and Belgium - lots is
multicultural in Luxembourg.
Luxembourg City is a fascinating city, with
a multitude of historical and cultural sites.
Picturesque squares, homely Altstadt alleyways, splendid boulevards and generous
parks invite you to take a stroll.
Tip: Relax in one of the cafés on the Place
d’Armes and take in the wonderful atmosphere!
How to get there:
From Cochem, travel past Ulmen on the A48
in the direction of Trier. At the Vulkaneifel exit,
take the A1 in the direction of Luxembourg.
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Excursions

Idar-Oberstein – the town
of gemstones

In the heart of the Naheland, you’ll find the
small town of Idar-Oberstein, which is famous
for its semi-precious stones and gemstones. In
the gemstone discovery centre, the EdelsteinErlebniswelt, you can find out lots about the
mysterious beauty of precious gemstones, crystals and minerals in the caverns and grottos.
How to get there:
From Cochem, travel via the B49 in the direction
of Zell. At Alf, turn off onto the B53 and travel past
Zell on the B421. In Simmertal, turn onto the B41.

Excursions

The Daun Wildlife and
Leisure Park

Do you have a zest for exotic animals, nature,
fun and games?! Then a trip to the Daun wildlife
and adventure park will be just up your street!
At the heart of the Volcanic Eifel is one of the
most fascinating natural areas in Germany - the
Daun wildlife and adventure park. In a glorious
220-hectare mixed forest, there are lots of surprises waiting for visitors along an 8km car trail
where you can get out and take a closer look.
Experience red deer, fallow deer, Dybowski’s sika
deer, boars, mouﬂons, llamas and wild horses.
How to get there: From Cochem, it’s best to travel past Kaisersesch on the A48 in the direction
of Trier. Take the Gerolstein/Daun exit. Continue
along the B257 in the direction of Darscheid.

Erleben Sie Hirsche, Wildpferde,
Affen, Lamas, Greifvögel …

15.03. – 15.11. täglich geöffnet: 10 – 18 Uhr
www.wildpark-daun.de · Tel. 06592 3154
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Ferienland Bernkastel-Kues

Bernkastel-Kues mit der malerischen Altstadt, den verwinkelten
Gassen, dem historischen Marktplatz, der „Burg Landshut“ oder dem
„Spitzhäuschen“ hat eine Menge zu bieten. Probieren Sie hervorragende Weine direkt vom Winzer oder im zentral gelegenen Weinmuseum
mit angeschlossener Vinothek. Zahlreiche Wander- und Radrouten
vermitteln spektakuläre Ausblicke auf die einzigartige Kulturlandschaft der Mosel. Eine Fahrt mit der Panoramabahn oder mit dem
Bus-Express zur Burg Landshut eröffnen neue Perspektiven auf die
„Internationale Stadt der Rebe und des Weines“. Ein Besuch im St.Nikolaus-Hospital mit der weltberühmten Bibliothek des großen
Gelehrten und Kardinals Nikolaus von Kues oder im Heimatmuseum
„Graacher Tor“ klärt auf kurzweilige Art Historisches und Kulturelles.
Besuchen Sie Bernkastel-Kues - Wir freuen uns auf Sie!
Mehr Infos im Mosel-Gäste-Zentrum
Gestade 6 - 54470 Bernkastel-Kues - Tel: +49 (0) 6531 500190
E-Mail: info@bernkastel.de - Internet: www.bernkastel.de

ÖFFNUNGSZEITEN:

24. März bis 1. November
täglich (ohne Ruhetag)
9:30 Uhr durchgehend
bis 17:30 Uhr

ANREISE:

via Münstermaifeld zum
Waldparkplatz Burg Eltz,
dann zu Fuß (15 Min.) oder
mit Pendelbus zur Burg

ANGEBOTE:

• Burgenführung
• Schatzkammer
• Burgschänken
• Andenkenladen

BURG ELTZ • 56294 Münstermaifeld • Tel.: (02672) 950500
Fax: (02672) 950 50 50 • burg@eltz.org • www.burg-eltz.de
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Excursions

Castles in the Moselle
Region

There is normally something inherently romantic about them - our castles and castle
ruins from the Middle Ages or long-forgotten times. Even today, they sit imposingly
and enthroned on the mountain peaks high
above the Moselle. For visitors, these lookout points offer exquisite panoramic views
over the valley. The same views, from which
knights from centuries gone by were able
to spot the arrival of their enemies early on.
Today, there is only the odd castle which still
stands in all its glory. Only ruins of many are
left. Nevertheless, all the castles and castle
ruins in the Moselle Region are worth a trip.
Below, you will find a list of the buildings in
the order they are located up the river, so following the Moselle from Koblenz to Trier.
Niederburg (castle ruins) and Oberburg with
its chapel, Matthiaskapelle, near Kobern-Gondorf (castle ruins with restaurant)
Thurant Castle near Alken
(castle ruins with restaurant)
Ehrenburg Castle near Brodenbach
(castle ruins with restaurant)
Bischofstein Castle opposite the village of
Burgen (privately owned castle ruins)

Excursions

Castle Eltz (see also Page 39)
Castle Pyrmont near Roes
Castle of Treis near Treis-Karden (castle ruins)
Wildburg Castle near Treis-Karden (privately
owned)
Coraidelstein Castle near Klotten (castle ruins)
Winneburg Castle near Cochem (castle ruins),
Tip: Historic re-enactment in the summer
(Tel. +49 (0) 2671-6004-0)
Cochem Imperial Castle (see also back page)
Castle Metternich near Beilstein (castle ruins with restaurant)
Arras Castle near Alf (see also Page 42)
Marienburg Castle near Zell
Grevenburg Castle near Traben-Trarbach
(castle ruins with restaurant)
Landshut Castle near Bernkastel-Kues
(castle ruins with restaurant)
Castle Veldenz near Veldenz (castle ruins)
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Romantische 1000-jährige Ritterburg

BURG ARRAS

Auf waldreicher Kuppe in Ortsnähe gelegen
Burgrestaurant mit einmalig schöner Aussichtsterrasse
Burgbesichtigung und Turmbesteigung mit 3-Täler-Blick

Historisches Museum mit Ansichten des Mosellandes
Hotel mit stilvollen Zimmern im gehobenen Komfort
Gedenkstätte des Alt-Bundespräsidenten H. Lübke
Dermatologisches Laserinstitut

BURG ARRAS Alf/Mosel 06542-22275

Active & sporty

Hiking

Whether you fancy hiking on the Moselhöhenweg trail above the river, through the
heart of the vineyards or directly along the
Moselle - hiking is a top priority in the tourist region of Cochem. Just the 15 themed
hiking trails, which are part of the Mosel.Erlebnis.Route, offer diversity for countless explorations into wine, archaeology, ﬂora and
fauna, religion, art and literature. The Calmont via ferrata on the steepest vineyard in
Europe provides that little extra thrill. There
are routes and circular hikes ranging from
three to 15 kilometres. We are also happy to
provide guided tours.

Cycling

Whether you’re a hobby cyclist, nature lover or family person: beautiful cycle routes
along romantic sections of the river for leisurely excursions or more demanding stretches with inclines in Hunsrück and Eifel offer something for every cyclist or cycling fan.
Information:
Maps and route suggestions are available
from the tourist information centre for the
tourist region of Cochem, tel. +49 (0) 26716004-0.
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Active & sporty

E-bikes on tour in the tourist region of Cochem!
E-bike hire and charging stations

Whether you want to travel quickly to the next
vineyard site or take it easy through the romantic river scenery of the Moselle: The e-bike ensures effortless fun. The nippy little runabouts,
which are perfect for short and medium-length
distances, are appealing to more and more people.
The e-bikes will get you to your destination
more quickly and conserve your energy against
the wind and up inclines. The trendy electric cycles with the “built-in tailwind” get you ahead
quickly and make child’s play of even longer
routes and inclines. Leap onto the saddle and
see for yourself how enjoyable this new mode
of transport is in the tourist region of Cochem!
Tip: There is a charging station right next to the
tourist information centre for the tourist region
of Cochem.

Golf on the high plateau

Golf fans will really enjoy the 9-hole and 18hole golf course on the Ellerer Berg above
Cochem. Attractive taster offers on the driving range make it possible for anyone interested to gain an insight into this fascinating sport.
Information:
Golf Cochem
Am Kellerborn 2, Moselhöhe Ediger-Eller, tel.
+49 (0) 2675-911511, info@golfcochem.de

Active & sporty

Nordic walking

The tourist region of Cochem offers the
right scenery for Nordic walking: steep vineyards, the loops of the Moselle River and
forest-lined tributary valleys. Almost all the
idyllic sites in the tourist region are directly
located on one of the 16 routes that form the
NATURE.FITNESS.PARK® MOSEL. Each course
is certified to meet international standards.
Different levels of difficulty make the routes
interesting for any Nordic walkers: whether
you’re a beginner, advanced or professional.
Extensive information boards provide an
overview of the park and route profile at
the start of every route. They also provide
information about things worth knowing or
seeing along the trail. The continuous signposting means orientation is no problem.

Information:
You can find details about the individual
sections at: www.ferienland-cochem.de.
or at the tourist information office for the
tourist region of Cochem, tel. +49 (0) 26716004-0
Fax +49 (0) 2671-6004-44
info@ferienland-cochem.de
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Active & sporty

Canoeing on the Moselle

Discover the spectacular wine-growing region from a duck’s eyes!
There’s something for everyone - whether
you’re looking for a taster day, a day trip or
an excursion lasting several days!
Information:
Moselkanu-Tours, Moselstr. 45, Ernst,
tel. +49 (0) 2671-5551, info@mosel-kanutours.de
Peter Kreutz, Brühlgasse 2, Bruttig- Fankel,
tel +49 (0) 2671-603525

We also offer lots of other
sporting activities in
the tourist region of Cochem...
• Riding
• Paragliding
• Angling
• Swimming
• Segway trips
…… and much more!

Pushchair-friendly tours

Pushchair-friendly tours
in the tourist region of
Cochem
1. Round trip through Cochem
Difficulty rating: Easy

Duration: approx. 2 hours (5 km)

Start: Tourist-Information Ferienland Cochem - your tourist information office for
the tourist region of Cochem
The pushchair-friendly tour begins at the
tourist information office for the tourist
region of Cochem. Cross Moselstraße and
turn left into our beautiful Moselle grounds.
Shortly, you will reach a playground which is
located directly on the Moselle. Go past the
playground and you will reach a bus park in
about 300 m. At the end of this bus park,
cross Moselstraße again (near the police
station). The Nordbrücke bridge begins behind the police building. Follow the bridge.
After a few hundred metres, you will reach
Cochem-Cond. Follow the road, staying on
the left side. Shortly, you will pass our leisure centre. Maybe you fancy spending a
couple of hours with your children in the big
children’s water park? There is also a baby
change in the leisure centre! You can get prices and more information from www.moselbad.de or at the tourist information office
for the tourist region of Cochem, tel.: +49 (0)
2671-60040. Pass by the leisure centre, then
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Pushchair-friendly tours
turn left into Markweg. You will now come
to a roundabout. Take the third exit. There
is now a downhill section, passing a shopping centre. At the end of the road, turn left.
Now follow the road. Pass the campsite and
the historic mustard mill (Senfmühle). You
will now pass under an old bridge known as
the Moselbrücke. Then take the first road on
the left behind the bridge and head up into
Hafenstraße. At the end of the road, turn
left again. You will now come to the old Moselbrücke and your route will lead you over
the Moselle River to where you started your
circuit.

2 Cochem round trip via Ernst and back
to Cochem
Difficulty rating: Medium
Duration: approx. 3 hours (8 km)
Start: Tourist-Information Ferienland Cochem - your tourist information office for
the tourist region of Cochem

Pushchair-friendly tours
The pushchair-friendly tour begins in front
of the tourist information office for the tourist region of Cochem. Cross Moselstraße
and take the cycle path along the Moselle
River in the direction of Ernst. The small
wine-growing area is 3 km from Cochem.
When you arrive at the town, turn right into
Mittelstraße (the 7th road) and then turn
left at the next crossing. Here you will find
a lovely playground - just right for a short
break. Reinvigorated, head to the top of the
playground through the “Vine Bower Alley”
(Kirchweg) into Weingartenstraße. Follow
this on the right for a short while until you
get to the crossing. Now turn left and then
right into the new build estate. After a short
while, you will reach Bergweg. Now head
uphill a little.
You will reach a hiking information board
with a seating area, which you can use to
take a brief rest.
From here, the route leads back through the
vineyards to Cochem-Sehl. Follow the route
for approx. 3 km and turn right in the direction of the Moselle before the Ebernach
Abbey. After crossing the B49, you will find
yourself back on the cycle trail and can follow it back to the tourist information office
for the tourist region of Cochem.
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List of all routes
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Pushchair-friendly tours

3. Cochem- Klotten- Cochem circuit
(back by train)

Difficulty rating: Medium
Duration: approx. 2 hours (5 km)
Start: Tourist-Information Ferienland Cochem - your tourist information office for
the tourist region of Cochem
The pushchair-friendly tour begins in front
of the tourist information office for the tourist region of Cochem. Cross Moselstraße
and turn left into our beautiful Moselle
grounds. Shortly, you will reach a playground which is located directly on the Moselle. Go past the playground and you will
reach a bus park in about 300 m. At the end
of this bus park, cross Moselstraße again
(near the police station). The Nordbrücke
bridge begins behind the police building.
Follow the bridge. After a few hundred metres, you will reach Cochem-Cond. Follow the
road, staying on the left side. Shortly, you
will pass our leisure centre. Maybe you fancy
spending a couple of hours with your children in the big children’s water park? There
is also a baby change in the leisure centre!
You can get prices and more information
from www.moselbad.de or at the tourist information office for the tourist region of Cochem, tel.: +49 (0) 2671-60040. Pass by the
leisure centre, then turn left into Markweg.
You will now come to a roundabout. Take

Pushchair-friendly tours
the second exit. You will still be on Markweg. Now follow this road for approx. 2 km
until you reach the ferry.
Journey times:
April to June only on weekends and bank
holidays
Daily from June to the end of October.
Please ask for the journey times at the Tourist-Information Ferienland Cochem - your
tourist information office for the tourist region of Cochem.
The ferry will take you to the wine-growing
village of Klotten. Stay on Moselstraße and
head right in the direction of the railway
station.
After approx. 500 m, cross Moselstraße parallel to the railway station. Trains leave regularly (hourly) in the direction of Cochem.
When you arrive in the railway station in
Cochem, follow Ravenéstraße.
This will lead you back to where you started.
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Specialities of the Moselle

Specialities of the Moselle
- Wine and peaches
Riesling – the queen of the white
grapes
The most important vine variety in the Moselle
is Riesling. 60 percent of all the vineyards grow
this late-ripening, good-quality white wine variety. The reason for the dominance of this vine
variety is its particular suitability to the growing region. The steep slate slopes in the tourist region of Cochem offer the ideal conditions
for growing the Riesling grape, which produces
particularly delicate fruity and mineral wines
in the Moselle region. The colour of the wine is
greenish through to golden. The bouquet is reminiscent of apricots, peaches and roses.

Basic wine knowledge

Wines of the “specific region” (bestimmtes
Anbaugebiet b.A.) of Moselle are available
in all quality levels, from quality wine psr
(Q.b.A.) through to high-quality wines of superior quality.

The quality levels:
Kabinett

The quality levels of Prädikatswein (wines of
special quality) begin with the Kabinett in Germany.
For a Kabinett, the grapes used must come

Specialities of the Moselle

exclusively from the vitis vinifera grape variety, be harvested from a single region and be
processed strictly by that specific region into
quality wine with distinction, belonging to that
region.
The total alcoholic strength of a Kabinett must
be at least 9% vol. Quality wines with the “Kabinett” distinction must not be fortified.

Spätlese

Spätlese is a distinction between the Kabinett
and Auslese. A Spätlese must fulfil the conditions for a Kabinett wine. The wine grapes must
also be harvested from a late vintage in a completely ripe state.

Auslese

The label for wines made from completely
ripe and sometimes (but not mandatorily)
botrytised grapes, which are selected specifically during the harvest. This can even go
to such lengths that individual bunches of
grapes and even individual berries are laboriously selected by hand.
In Germany, the Auslese is a special type of
wine within the quality wine category, Prädikatsweine.

Beerenauslese

Extra-sweet speciality, which is one of the
best quality wines together with Eisweine
and Trockenbeerenauslese.
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Specialities of the Moselle

Beerenauslese wines are produced in Germany
from over-ripened, botrytised grapes with a
minimum must weight of 110-128 °Oe. The fragrance of Beerenauslese wines is only rarely of
the primary aroma of the original grape. They
often have aromas of honey and exotic fruits.

Trockenbeerenauslese

The highest distinction of all Prädikatsweinen. Trockenbeerenauslese wines are
pressed from choice, botrytised, shrivelled
grapes, which have a high concentration of
sugar and other components due to the water loss through the porous berry skin. It is
not permitted to harvest these grapes mechanically. Instead, they must be carefully
selected using manual harvesting.

Eiswein

The wine grapes used for Eiswein must still
be frozen during their grape harvest and
pressing. The Eiswein must satisfy the must
weight requirements of a Beerenauslese.

The most important grape varieties in
the Moselle region:

(Source: Wine Glossary
from Mosel/DLR Mosel
und Moselwein e.V.)

Riesling 60 % of the vineyards
Müller-Thurgau (Rivaner) 14.5 %
Elbling 6.4 %
Blauer Spätburgunder 4 %
Dornfelder 3.8 %
Weißer Burgunder 2.7 %

Specialities of the Moselle

The Red Moselle Vineyard Peach
Long ago, the Romans brought the Red Vineyard Peach, which originated in China, to
the Moselle Region. The favourable climatic
conditions of the steep vineyard slopes can
also cultivate the peach here in our region.
It is now one of the traditional delicacies of
the Terrassenmosel. At the end of March, beginning of April, long before the first green
begins to grow on the vines, the branches of
the little peach trees are covered with delicate pink blossoms.
In autumn, the fruit can be harvested. The
small furry peaches have an intensively red
ﬂesh and are made into jam, ice cream, liqueurs and brandies. Two festivals are dedicated to this special fruit each year: the
Blütenfest, a “blossom festival” in the spring
and the Tag des Roten Weinbergpfirsichs or
the “Day of the Red Vineyard Peach” in autumn. The little trees can be found beneath
the Imperial Castle in Cochem, around Ernst
and in Ellenz-Poltersdorf.
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Going out

Cafés
Café-Hotel Germania
Moselpromenade 1, Cochem
Tel. +49 (0) 2671- 97750
www.mosel-hotel-germania.de
Täglich geöffnet 08.00 - 18.00 Uhr

Restaurants
Ristorante Pizzeria Castello
Oberbachstr. 55, Cochem
Tel. +49 (0) 2671- 4122 www.castellocochem.de
Täglich geöffnet
11.00 - 14.30 Uhr und 17.30 - 23.30 Uhr
Weinhaus Gräfen
Endertstr. 27, Cochem
Tel. +49 (0) 2671- 4453
www. weinhaus-graefen.de
Täglich geöffnet 09.00 - 22.00 Uhr
Hotel-Restaurant Gute Quelle
Talstr. 6, Cochem
Tel. +49 (0) 2671-7485
www.gute-quelle-cochem.de
info@gute-quelle-cochem.de
Cochemer Ratskeller
Markt 1, Cochem
Tel. +49 (0) 2671- 9189500
www.ratskeller-cochem.de
Täglich geöffnet 10.00 - 24.00 Uhr

Going out

Moselromantikhotel Weißmühle
Im Enderttal 2/ Wilde Endert 2, Cochem
Tel. +49 (0) 2671-8955 · www.weissmuehle.de
Täglich warme Küche:
12.00 - 14.00 und 18.00 - 21.00 Uhr
San Christobal
Endertstr. 7, Cochem,
Tel.: +49 (0) 2671- 915145
www.san-christobal.de
Täglich von 11.30- 14.00 Uhr und
17.30- 22.00 Uhr
Fürst-Metternich Stube Burgruine Metternich
Inhaber Michaela Herzer
Im Mühlental 17, Beilstein,
Tel.: +49 (0) 2673-93639
www.burg-metternich.de
Täglich von 09.00-18.00 Uhr

Wine taverns
Weingut Haxel GbR
Endertstr. 26-28, Cochem
Tel. +49 (0) 2671- 7297 · www.haxel.de
Täglich ab 10.00 Uhr geöffnet
Familienweingut Gutsschänke Rademacher
Pinnerstr. 10, Cochem Tel. +49 (0) 2671-4164
www.weingut-rademacher.de
Ende April bis Anfang Okt., Mo, Di, Do, Fr, Sa,
10 - 19.30 Uhr, Mi + So nur Weinprobe + Verkauf
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Going out

Urige Weinstube & Restaurant „Beim Weinbauer“
Moselpromenade 11, Cochem
Tel. +49 (0) 2671- 7444 oder 7448
www.beim-weinbauer.de
10.00 - 23.00 Uhr, April bis Januar
Ferienweingut Villa Hausmann ****
Weinstube - Restaurant
Neustraße 7, Ellenz Tel. +49 (0) 2673-1710
www.weingut-hausmann.de
Täglich ab 18.00 Uhr, Mittwoch Ruhetag

Gourmet restaurant
Hotel-Restaurant Lohspeicher***
Obergasse 1, Cochem
Tel. +49 (0) 2671- 3976
www.lohspeicher.de
Küche ab 12.00 Uhr und ab 18.00 Uhr
Mittwoch Ruhetag! Februar Betriebsferien!

Videos zur
Einstimmung
auf Ihren Urlaub!
16 verschiedene Kurzfilme zeigen die
außergewöhnliche Vielfalt der Region.

Schauen Sie mal rein:

Discover Cochem - day by day
During the peak season, we offer a schedule
of weekly events.
Here is an overview of the basic programme:

MONDAY
Town tour of Cochem

(March to December)
During the tour of Cochem, you will find out
lots of interesting things about the past and
present of this little town on the Moselle.
It’s amusing when your tour guide shares
one of the “Cochemer Stückelchen”, a short
humorous story about the citizens of Cochem, told with lots of humour and a wink.
The tour lasts about an hour and begins at
11.00 at the tourist information office on
Endertplatz in Cochem on Mondays and Saturdays during peak season (Easter to 31.10.).
Meet: 11.00 at the tourist information office
for the tourist region of Cochem.
Duration: approx. 1 hour
Contribution towards costs
Info: Tel. +49 (0) 2671-6004-0
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Tuesday

“On the trail of Ravené!”

(June - August)
A wildly romantic tour of the Imperial Castle
with former mayor Herbert Hilken. Experience
all there is to know about the past and present
of the town of Cochem during our special town
tour. The tour begins at the tourist information
office on Endertplatz and takes you to the Martinstor, on which Ravené had a tower topped
with battlements built. You can get to the top
using the ﬂights of stairs on the winding pathway. Through several winding paths, you will
reach the Imperial Castle via narrow sections
bordered by rock slopes and supporting walls.
An exquisite view of the Moselle panorama can
be seen along the way. In the Imperial Castle,
you will be shown rooms which are not normally opened for the normal castle tours.
Start: 10.30
Meeting point: Tourist-Information Ferienland Cochem - your tourist information
office for the tourist region of Cochem
Prices: �8.00 adults/�4.00 for children aged
up to 12 years.
Duration: approx. 2 hours
Minimum participants: 5 people

WEDNESDAY

Guest welcome evening

(June to October)
Live music, a Cochem folklore dance group and

Discover Cochem - day by day
a visit from the Weinmajestät, Cochem’s figurehead for local wines.

Start: 19.00 at the Hotel Zur Weinhexe in Cochem-Cond, live music from 19.00, programme
begins at 20.30.
Info: Tel. +49 (0) 2671-6004-0

THURSDAY

Wine tasting with the winegrowers in Cochem at
20.00

(May to December)
Try the lively Moselle Riesling wines and ask the
winegrowers everything you’ve ever wanted to
know about wine.
Info: Registration at the tourist in formation office for the tourist region of Cochem,
tel. +49 (0) 2671-6004-0. Contribution towards costs

SATURDAY

Town tour of Cochem

(March to December)
Experience everything there is to know about
the past and present of the little town of Cochem during our town tour and listen to an
amusing “Cochemer Stückelchen” story.
Meet: 11.00 at the tourist information office
for the tourist region of Cochem.
Duration: approx. 1 hour
Contribution towards costs
Info: Tel. +49 (0) 2671-6004-0
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Tour with the Cochem
night watchman

all year round, except on the Saturday of wine
festival in Cochem (always the last weekend in
august)
Accompany Cochem’s night watchman as
he makes his rounds through the evening
Altstadt with his lantern, horn and halberd.
Meet: 20.30 at the tourist information office
for the tourist region of Cochem.
Duration: approx. 1 hour - includes a surprise gift Contribution towards costs
Info: Tel. +49 (0) 2671-6004-0

Sunday

Wine tour of discovery:
Abbey, castles - history of wine

(April - October)
Upstairs and downstairs through Cochem
from the Sieben Fußfälle station of the cross
to the sun in the steep vineyard slopes Cochemer Rosenberg
Times: April - end of October
Meet: 11.00, Cochem tourist information office
Duration: Duration 2 hours
Contribution towards costs, including 2 wines and traditional Brot & Schmalz - bread
and dripping
Registration: Tel: +49 (0) 2673 – 1581; +49 (0)
2672-910606 or info@weinkultur-reisen.de
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Other tours

r

o
Haunted tour with
Tip f ies
l
fami
bandits’ banquet
(Räuberessen) at Cochem
Imperial Castle
Family event

Child-friendly tour of the castle, during
which you will see rooms which are not part
of the normal tour and which are particularly interesting to young guests (e.g. castle
keep, chamber used to store penal devices,
etc.). Then a communal bandits’ banquet.
Dates:
Every Sunday between May and midOctober
Duration:
15.00 (lasts approx. 2 hours)
Contribution towards costs
Registration:
Cochem Imperial Castle,
tel. +49 (0) 2671-255
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Historic town tour
through Beilstein
Historic town tour through Beilstein with its
700 years of history. Accompany the Beilstein
tour guide during his time travels from medieval times to the present day. At ten points
around the town, Beilstein history will come to
life again, telling clandestine and comical tales.
The tour begins at the market square.
Date:
April to the end of October (Saturdays and
Sundays)
Start:
14.30 (Saturdays) and 10.30 (Sundays) from
the market square (Marktplatz) in Beilstein.
The tour will take place irrespective of numbers.
Contribution towards costs
Information:
www.stadtfuehrungen-beilstein.de or tel:
+49 (0) 172-6665896
Additional times can be arranged with the
tour guide at any time.

Tourist region Cochem - day by day

Tour through the “underworld” and town walls of
Alt-Ediger

Tour through the “underworld” of Alt-Ediger.
A wine tasting of a special kind: We visit five
different winegrowers in turn and taste a wine
from each in their historic wine cellar. Information about the wine and tasting, including decorative glass and white bread or cheese.
Duration: approx. 90 minutes
Contribution towards costs
Date: On request
Info: Kulturbüro officina, Ediger-Eller
Tel. +49 (0) 2675-255, www.mosel-event.de

Night watchman tour
through Alt-Ediger

Description: A lively tour through the nocturnal Moselle idyll of Alt-Ediger, peppered
with stories, anecdotes and facts about the
“Edschara” - as the inhabitants of Ediger are
known.
Start: The tour does not normally begin before 22.00 (includes a glass of wine or grape
juice) Contribution towards costs
Date: On request
Info: Kulturbüro officina, Ediger-Eller
Tel. +49 (0) 2675-255, www.mosel-event.de
Participants: For groups of 10 people or more
nen
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Event highlights

Cochem Easter Market
Always on the weekend two
weeks before Easter

Always two weeks before Easter, the traditional Easter Market takes place in Cochem,
where you can find everything you’ll need
for your Easter decorations on countless colourful stalls.

The Blossom Festival of the
Red Moselle Vineyard Peach
Second Sunday in April
The Blossom Festival takes place in Cochem,
the metropolis of the Red Moselle Vineyard
Peach, on the second Sunday in April. The
tasty range of the produce made from the
fruit, which is typical to the region, is presented at the peach market.

Cochem Art and Craft
Market
Always the first Friday and Saturday in May
Market of Experiences. You can look over the
shoulders of the arts and craftspeople on
this day, marvelling at the skill of the crafts.
Be enchanted at the Market of Experiences
and dive into a work of craft and art.

Event highlights

The Moselle Wine Week

Wednesday before Corpus Christi until
Sunday
The prelude to the wine festival on the Moselle. During this festival week, you can try
the range of Moselle Rieslings and wines.

The Wine Festival in the
Vineyards
Last weekend in June
The Vineyard Festival takes place in the
district of Cond on the “sunny side” of Cochem. Wine and food stands are spread out
through the vineyards, making wine tasting
a real experience in the vineyard.

Festival of the Imperial
Castle in Cochem
Always the first weekend in August
The Castle Festival traditionally takes place
on the first weekend in August in the
castle’s courtyard. The servants indulge the
guests as if they were knights, with historic
markets and festivals. Combatants compete
in the swordfights and troubadours composers play.
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Event highlights

Cochem Town and Wine Festival
Always the last weekend in August

What can be nicer than sampling good
wine and sparkling wine in a jovial group of
people in a historic ambience, with cheerful music and tasty food? A lively weekend
awaits visitors of the Moselle town on the
Promenade and market square.

Day of the Red Moselle
Vineyard Peach
Third weekend in September

The Moselle Vineyard Peach is a typical speciality of the Moselle Region. Cochem is considered the metropolis of the Red Moselle Vineyard
Peach. There’s all kinds of information to discover about this versatile fruit on the information day. Take the opportunity to sample the
Vineyard Peach and the delicacies made from
it, e.g.: liqueurs and brandies, pastes, ice cream,
punch, cake and much more ...

Oktoberfest in Cochem

Always the last Friday and Saturday in
October

For once, the lovely Cochem Moselle wine is
not the focus: An “Oktoberfest” atmosphere,
brass music, traditional German Leberkäs
meatloaf, Weißwurst sausages, meat joints
and Sauerkraut in the great festival tent on
Cochem’s Endertplatz!

Event highlights

The Federweißer Festival
Always the first two weekends in
November

““Federweißer” is a must pressed from white
grapes, which is just beginning to ferment.
The tangy drink is served with music, atmosphere and dance.

The magic of Advent and
the Christmas Market
Mid-November to mid-December

In December, the little medieval wine town of
Cochem puts on what may be its most romantic outfit: The towering Imperial Castle radiates
in the glow of thousands of lights, the scent
of cinnamon, vanilla and confectionary ﬂows
through the twisting half-timbered alleyways,
many a unique item can be seen in the festively
decorated wooden stalls of the Christmas market and you can also have a festive chat with a
mug of Glühwein.
You can find out about the exact dates by
calling +49 (0) 2671/ 6004-0 or looking on
the internet:
www.ferienland-cochem.de
www.cochem.de
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Ferienwohnun

Haus Mar

Maria Komuth
56812 Cochem
komuthcochem

Leistungen: 2 s
Wohnraum, Ka
Bad/WC, Terra
auf Wunsch m

Preise:
FeWo/Tag/2-4

Ferienwohnun

iTour Audio-Visual

Town-Tour through Cochem
With immediate effect the town of Cochem can be
presented to visitors in extraordinary manner: Louis
Fréderic Ravené and Mosella guide visitors through
this wonderful Moselle town. Ravené is the wealthy
Berlin resident who, during the 19th century, fell
in love with the ruins of the Reichsburg (Reichs
Castle) in Cochem, which he subsequently rebuilt.
He is reincarnated during the tour, so to speak.
Ravené is accompanied by Mosella. Mosella is a
personification of the Moselle. For the purposes of
the town-tour she takes on human character.
Further Information:

Tourist-Information Ferienland Cochem
Tel.: +49(0)02671 6004 0
www.ferienland-cochem.de
info@ ferienland-cochem.de

Karina Ru

Lärchenstraße
Tel. 026 71/34 7

www.ferienwohn

Leistungen: Ge
Balkon, DG, ma
zi., Küche, Du/W
raum, Einkaufs
Wäsche und En
Preise: 2 Pers. €
jede weitere Pe
Kinder bis 12 Ja

Ferienwohnun

Haus Seba

Tiny Sebastian
56812 CochemTel. 026 71/86 3

Leistungen: Ru
gelegene Ferie
2 Personen: Wo
Küche, Bad, W

Preise:
FeWo/Tag/2 Pe

A - Z of information

Angling
Fishing permits are available for the following areas:
- Müden Lock through to Bruttig-Fankel Lock from: Aalräucherei
Barden, Schleuse Müden, tel. +49 (0) 2672-7137, directly on the
B49.
- Bruttig-Fankel Lock through to St. Aldegund Weir from: Angelge
räte Peierl, Moselweinstr. 33, Ediger-Eller, Tel. +49 (0) 2675-231, fax
+49 (0) 2671-1564, peierl@t-online.de.
You must have a Federal fishing permit.
You can obtain permits for the whole Moselle region at all issuing
offices (German citizens can obtain fishing permits from their local municipal administration office after taking a test). - Holidaymakers from abroad can obtain this permit without taking a test
from the local municipal administration office responsible for their
holiday resort.) -Permits are not valid for the harbours in CochemCond, Treis-Karden and Senheim.

Pharmacies
Cochem:
- Apotheke am Center, Am Eichenhain Cochem-Brauheck Tel. +49
(0) 2671-98780
- Burg Apotheke, Ravenéstr. 8, tel. +49 (0) 2671-8629
- Marien Apotheke, Ravenéstr. 12, tel. +49 (0) 2671-4257
- Mohren Apotheke, Markt 9, tel. +49 (0) 2671-7101
Ediger-Eller:
- Kreuzberg Apotheke, Pelzerstr. 4, tel. +49 (0) 2675-1753

Doctors (general medicine)
Cochem:
- Dr. Dr. Gartner, Ravenéstr. 18-20, tel. +49 (0) 2671-7269
- Dr. Musial, Ravenéstr. 31, tel. +49 (0) 2671-8073
- Dr. Herberz, Ravenéstr. 41, tel. +49 (0) 2671-3966
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Bruttig-Fankel:
- Dr. Müller, Buchenweg 5, Tel. 02671-3097

Car hire
Cochem:
- Opel Helmes, Sehler Anlagen 53, tel. +49 (0) 2671 980206
Email info@opel-helmes.de , http://www.opel-helmes.de
- Autovermietung Kiefer, Moselstr. 24, tel. +49 (0) 2671-4010
Email: u.kiefer@kiefer-autovermietung.de
Faid:
- VW-Audi Autohaus Scherer, An der B259, tel. +49 (0) 2671-37790
Email faid@autohaus-scherer.de , http://www.scherer-gruppe.de

Garages
Cochem:
- Opel Helmes, Sehler Anlagen 53, tel. +49 (0) 2671 980206
Email info@opel-helmes.de , http://www.opel-helmes.de
- Autohaus Hautmann, Industriering 17-18, tel. +49 (0) 2671-98810
Email info@hautmann-cochem.de , http://www.autohaushautmann.de
- Autohaus Newel GmbH, Industriering 11, tel. +49 (0) 2671-97770
Email: monika.newel@mercedes-newel.de http://www.newelcochem.de
- Autohaus Meurer, Moselstr. 29, tel. +49 (0) 2671-97980
http://meurer-mercedes-benz.de
- Autohaus M.J. Schneider, Industriering 2, tel. +49 (0) 2671-98870
Email info@autohaus-mjs.de , http://www.auto-mjs.de
- Heinze KG Autoelektrik- und Mechanik, Industriering 12,
Tel. +49 (0) 2671-7526
Bruttig-Fankel:
- HZ Automobile, Schulstr. 1, tel. +49 (0) 2671-980074
http://www.hz-automobile.de

A - Z of information
Ediger-Eller:
- Peugeot Autohaus Andre, Moselweinstr. 34, tel. +49 (0) 2675-356
http://www.peugeothaendler.de
Faid:
- VW-Audi Autohaus Scherer, An der B259, tel. +49 (0) 2671 97790
Email faid@autohaus-scherer.de , http://www.scherer-gruppe.de
Klotten:
- Auto-Service Klotten Oswald Mohrs, Moselstr. 20,
tel. +49 (0) 2671 3549
Mesenich:
- Marx Kfz-Werkstatt, Am Brühl 1, tel. +49 (0) 2673-4561
Email: autohaus.marx@web.de
Senheim:
- Bauer Autoservice, Am Gestade 1a, tel. +49 (0) 2673-4695
Email: autoservice-joerg-bauer@t-online.de

Railway station
Koblenz-Trier Moselle route. Railway stations in the tourist region
of Cochem: Cochem, Ediger-Eller, district of Eller, Klotten.
Opening times of Cochem railway station:
Monday: 06.00-11.30 & 12.30-16.00
Tuesday: 08:30-12:30 & 13.30-16.00
Wednesday: 08.30-14.00
Thursday: 08.30-12.30 & 13.30-19.00
Friday: 08.30-12.30 & 13.30-16.00
Closed Saturdays and Sundays.
For travel information, please call tel. +49 (0) 180-5996633

Banks
Sparkasse Mittelmosel Eifel-Mosel-Hunsrück:
Cochem, Brückenstr. 2, tel. +49 (0) 2671-6010,
Other branches in the municipalities of Cochem
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Vereinigte Volksbank Raiffeisenbank eG:
- Cochem, Ravenéstr. 25, tel. +49 (0) 2671-660
Raiffeisenbank Moselkrampen eG:
- Bruttig-Fankel, Hauptstr. 79, tel. +49 (0) 2671-600160
- Ediger-Eller, Moselweinstraße 28, tel. +49 (0) 2675-93610
- Ellenz-Poltersdorf, Am Niesbach 1, tel. +49 (0) 2673-1586
- Ernst, Mittelstr. 9, tel. +49 (0) 2671-98850
- Mesenich, Raiffeisenstr. 10, tel. +49 (0) 2673-4061
Raiffeisenbank Zeller Land eG:
- Bremm, Calmontstr. 40, tel. +49 (0) 2675-233
Kreutz cycle shop with post office counter:
- Cochem, Endertstr. 35, tel. +49 (0) 2671-91131
VR Bank Rhein-Mosel eG:
- Klotten, Hauptstr. 60, tel. +49 (0) 2671-7174

Boat and canoe hire
Cochem:
- Motorbootverleih Cochem, Ewald Tibus, Zehnthausstr. 16,
tel.: +49 (0) 2671-8692
Bruttig-Fankel:
- Peter Kreutz, Brühlgasse 2, tel. +49 (0) 2671-603525
Ernst:
- Kanu-Verleih,
Bioladen Wilder Wein, Udo Marx,
Moselstr. 45, tel. +49 (0) 2671-5551

Boules
Cochem-Brauheck:
- BBC-Brauhecker Boule Club, Birkenstr. 1, tel.: +49 (0) 2671-3112

A - Z of information

Bowling

Moselhöhe Ediger-Eller:
- Golf-Resort, Am Kellerborn 1, tel. +49 (0) 2675-911601

Bus excursions
The Knieper bus company in Cochem offers day trips between
May and October. Prices and information available from:
Moselland-Reisen Knieper, Endertstr. 30, tel.: +49 (0) 2671-4081
Email mail@knieper-online.de, http://www.knieper-online.de

Bus parks:
Cochem:
- At the edge of the park areas, B49 in the direction of Koblenz.
Kaasstraße, Cochem-Cond
It is also possible for guests to board and alight at Endertplatz.

Camping

Bruttig-Fankel:
- Campsite on the shore of the Moselle, Moseluferstraße, tel. +49
(0) 2671-915429, http://www.campingplatz-bruttig.de
Cochem:
- Campsite at the leisure centre, Stadionstr., tel. +49 (0) 2671-4409
Email: info@campingplatz-cochem.de http://www.moselbad.de
http://www.moselbad.de
- Campsite Schausten-Reif, Endertstr. 124, tel. +49 (0) 2671-7528
- “Zur Winneburg” campsite, Endertstr. 141, tel. +49 (0) 2671-98730
Ediger-Eller:
- „Zum Feuerberg” campsite, am Moselufer, tel. +49 (0) 2675-701
or +49 (0) 2747-1458
E-Mail:prokop@zum-feuerberg.de
http://www.zum-feuerberg.de
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Ellenz-Poltersdorf:
- “Happy Holiday” campsite, Moselweinstr. 9, tel. +49 (0) 2673-1272
or +49 (0) 2673-1872 http://www.camping-happy-holiday.de
Mesenich:
- Family Camping Club, Wiesenweg 25, tel. +49 (0) 2673-4556
or +49 (0) 2673-1589
Email: info@familycamping.de, http://www.familycamping.de
Nehren:
- Campsite Nehren, Moselufer 1, tel. +49 (0) 2673-4612
or +49 (0)2671-8381 E-Mail: info@campingplatz-nehren.de
http://www.campingplatz-nehren.de
Senheim-Senhals:
- Holländischer Hof” campsite and marina,
Am Campingplatz Nr. 1, tel. +49 (0) 2673-4660
E-Mail:holl.hof@t-online.de
http://www.moselcamping.de

Bike hire
Bruttig-Fankel:
- Peter Kreutz, Brühlgasse 2, tel. +49 (0) 2671-603525
Beilstein:
- Herbert Nahlen, Bachstr. 47, tel. +49 (0) 2673-1840
http://www.fahrradverleih-in-beilstein.de
Cochem:
- Radsport Schrauth, Sehler Anlagen 10, tel. +49 (0) 2671-7974, radschraut@aol.com (also stocks e-bikes)
- Fahrradshop Kreutz, Endertstr. 35, tel. +49 (0) 2671-91131, fanshop-kreutz@web.de (also stocks e-bikes))
- KD-Schiffsanleger, Moselpromenade, tel. +49 (0) 2671-980023,
kd-cochem@online.de (also stocks e-bikes)
- Radverleih Schaltwerk, Ravenéstraße 18-20, tel. +49 (0) 2671603500, info@schaltwerk-bikes.de, http://www.schaltwerkbikes.de (also stocks e-bikes)

A - Z of information
Ernst:
- Bioladen Wilder Wein, Moselstr.45, tel. +49 (0) 2671-5551 (also
stocks e-bikes)
Klotten:
- Wein-Lenz, Moselstr. 14, tel. +49 (0) 2671-7228
Email: info@wein-lenz.de , http://www.wein-lenz.de
Senheim-Senhals:
- “Holländischer Hof” campsite, Am Campingplatz Nr.1
Tel. +49 (0) 2673-4660, email: holl.hof@t-online.de http://www.
moselcamping.de
Valwig:
- Hotel Fritz, Moselweinstr. 16, tel. +49 (0) 2671-7475
Email: info@hotel-fritz.de, http://www.hotel-fritz.de

Ferries
Cochem:
- Personenfähre Cochem – Cond
Harald Schwarz, tel. +49 (0) 2671-1596
Ellenz:
- Fähre Ellenz-Poltersdorf – Beilstein Kolb, tel. +49 (0) 2673-1515
Klotten:
- Mosel Fähre Klotten Gemeinde Klotten, tel. +49 (0) 2671-5199

Lost property office
Cochem:
- Verbandsgemeinde Cochem, Ravenéstr. 61, tel. +49 (0) 2671608-0

Luggage lockers
- You can find lockers to store your luggage on the Moselle Promenade opposite the pier in Cochem.
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Paragliding
- From Bremm (Calmont summit cross)
Registration: Rudolf Schmitz, tel. +49 (0) 2651-900264

Golf
Ediger-Eller:
- Golfclub Cochem/Mosel e.V. , Am Kellerborn 2, tel. +49 (0) 2675-911511

Internet cafés
Cochem:
- Cocbit KG, Moselpromenade 7, tel. +49 (0) 2671-211
e-mail: info@cocbit-service.de http://www.cocbit-service.de
(only internet use, no café)
- I-O Coffee Shop, Ravenéstr. 18-20, tel.: +49 (0) 151-10065617,
email: info@io-cochem.de

Bowling alleys
Cochem:
- Hotel “Gute Quelle”, Talstr. 6 Tel. +49 (0) 2671-7485 (only on reservation) Email: info@gute-quelle-cochem.de
http://www.gute-quelle-cochem.de
- Cochem leisure centre, Moritzburger Str. 1, tel. +49 (0) 26719799-0 Email: info@moselbad.de , http://www.moselbad.de
Bruttig:
- Hotel “Zum Guten Onkel”, Bergstr. 6, tel. +49 (0) 2671-7141
Email: moselstern@t-online.de
Ediger-Eller:
- Erlebnis-Gasthof Christoffel, Hochstr. 24, tel. +49 (0) 2675-255
Email: officina@t-online.de (only for hotel guests)

A - Z of information

Cinema
Cochem:
- Apollo Betriebe, Brückenstr. 6 Tel. +49 (0) 2671-980988 or 980122
or 97870 http://www.apollo-kino-cochem.de

Hospital
Cochem:
- Marienkrankenhaus, Avallonstr. 32, tel. +49 (0) 2671-985-0

Groceries:
Cochem:
- Edeka, Ravenéstr. 33, tel. +49 (0) 2671-1300
- Rewe-Center, Marktweg 3, Cochem-Cond, tel. +49 (0) 2671-91680
- Aldi, Marktweg 1, Cochem-Cond
- Norma, Am Eichenhain, Cochem-Brauheck
- Penny Markt, Sehler Anlagen 19, Cochem-Sehl
Ediger-Eller:
- Edeka Stefanie Friderichs, Moselweinstr. 17, tel. +49 (0) 2675-298

Mini-golf
Cochem:
- Cochem leisure centre, Moritzburger Str. 1, tel. +49 (0) 26719799-0, E-mail: info@moselbad.de, http://www.moselbad.de
Ediger-Eller:
- Roompot Ferienpark, Am Kellerborn, tel.: +49 (0) 2675- 911601
Info: cochem@roompotferien.de
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Mountain bike tours
Depending on your prior knowledge and your fitness level, your
bike guide will help you choose a suitable route to satisfy your
requirements. The multitude of valleys with streams, paths
with slight inclines, picturesque views over the altitudes, narrow trails directly through the dense forest or muddy pistes on
which you can really go at full throttle. You can find out more at
the tourist information office for the tourist region of Cochem,
tel. +49 (0) 2671-6004-0.

Emergency numbers:
-

Emergency police: 110
Emergency fire brigade: 112
Ambulance, first aid: 19222
Cochem police station, Moselstr. 31, tel. +49 (0) 2671-9840
Cochem river police, Moselstr. 31, tel. +49 (0) 2671-984200
Marienkrankenhaus Cochem (hospital), Avallonstr. 32, tel. +49
(0) 2671-9850

Horse-drawn carriage rides
Cochem:
- Reiseservice Siweris, Klostergartenstr. 48, tel. +49 (0) 2671-5800
Klotten:
- Weingut Theo Knobloch, Moselstr. 15, tel. +49 (0) 2671-5178
E-Mail: patrick.knoblauch@online.de
http://www.weinhaus-knoblauch.de

Post office
Cochem:
- Deutsche Post AG, Endertstr. 35, tel. +49 (0) 2671-91131
Other branches in the municipalities of Cochem

A - Z of information

Bike excursions
The cycle trails in the Moselle Valley are signposted virtually continuously. Along the German section of the Moselle River, the “Moselradweg” information signs are also marked with a white “M”
with a bicycle on a green background. Maps available from the
tourist information office for the tourist region of Cochem, tel. +49
(0) 02671-6004-0.

Riding
Valwiger Berg:
- Reitanlage Dainzhof · Blue Sky Ranch
Tel. +49 (0) 2671-917320, dainzhof@western-reitsport.de

Swimming pools
Cochem:
- Cochem leisure centre with open-air pool, indoor wave pool and
water park, children’s pool, Moritzburger Str. 1, tel. +49 (0) 267197990, e-mail: info@moselbad.de,
http://www.moselbad.de
Ellenz-Poltersdorf:
- Open-air pool, tel. +49 (0) 2673-1642

Petrol stations
Cochem, Bruttig-Fankel, Ediger-Eller, Senheim, Faid

Taxis
Cochem:
- Cochem taxi headquarters, tel. +49 (0) 2671-8080
Ellenz-Poltersdorf:
- Charlys Funktaxi, Im Bernert 15, Tel. +49 (0) 2671-1877,
mobile: +49 (0) 170-9051877
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A - Z of information

Toilets
Cochem:
- Public & accessible: under the last arch of the old Moselle Bridge
- Public: Bernstraße, near the market square
- Public: In the railway station
- Accessible: campsite at the leisure centre
Klotten:
- Accessible: Moselschieferhaus, Moselstraße
Cochem-Land:
- There is a public toilet in virtually every village. You should ask in
the relevant area for the exact location.

Events
Wine festivals, street festivals and Federweißer festivals take
place during the peak season in every village in the tourist region of Cochem. You can get an up-to-date events calendar from
the tourist information office for the tourist region of Cochem,
tel. +49 (0) 02671-6004-0.
You will also find the whole year’s events programme at
www.ferienland-cochem.de and www.cochem.de.

Hiking routes
There is an extensive network of hiking trails available for hikers.
You can find out more and get hiking maps at the tourist information office for the tourist region of Cochem, tel. +49 (0) 026716004-0.

Laundry
Cochem:
- Wäscherei Huntscha, Ravenéstr. 1, tel. +49 (0) 2671-3493

A - Z of information

Wine and culture ambassador
Experience the unique cultural wine landscape of the Moselle
region accompanied by the WeinErlebnisBegleiter, an experienced wine companion, and discover lots about the viticulture,
history, ﬂora and fauna, climate, geology and art of the region.
More information on Tel. +49 (0) 2671-6004-0

Marinas
Cochem:
- Regulatory authority of the Verbandsgemeinde Cochem, Ravenéstr. 61, Tel. +49(0)2671-608113Fax: +49(0)2671-608140,
E-Mail: rudolf.mattar@vgcochem.de oder
Harbour master: +49 (0) 151-54727870,
E-Mail: hafenmeister@cochem.de
Senheim:
- Harbour management, tel. +49 (0) 2673-4660

Accommodation service
Tourist-Information Ferienland Cochem - your tourist information office for the tourist region of Cochem
Tel. + 49 (0) 2671-6004-0, Fax + 49 (0) 2671-6004-44
info@ferienland-cochem.de, www.ferienland-cochem.de,
www.cochem.de
Are you looking for accommodation for your holiday or short
break? Or are you planning a
group trip to the tourist region
of Cochem?
Call us.
We will be happy to help you.
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